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Service with a Suggestion and a Smile ("Under the Radar"), 2015 (J/F): 56
SHYNESS
Quiet in the Library (Cooper & Ladd), 2015 (M/J): 38–41
SOCIAL MEDIA
A Guide to Wiping the Egg Off Your Face ("Wired"), 2015 (J/F): 30–31
SOCIAL NETWORKING
Digital Storytelling ("Wired Library"), 2015 (S/O): 19
SOCIAL SERVICES
Whole Person Librarianship ("Best Practices"), 2015 (M/A): 12–13
Songs of Ourselves, The ("Under the Radar"), 2015 (M/A): 11
Sosulski, Nicolette Warisse: Serving the Frantically Busy ("Perspectives"), 2015 (J/F): 26–28
Spears, John
Destined for Success ("Forward Thinking"), 2015 (M/A): 20–21
Generation Innovation ("Forward Thinking"), 2015 (J/A): 26–27
Up to Code ("Forward Thinking"), 2015 (N/D): 21–22
SPINE LABELS
Technology Reload ("Best Practices"), 2015 (S/O): 14
STAFF
The Johnson County Library Staffing-Exchange Experiment ("Trending"), 2015 (M/J): 9–10
Low-Hanging Fruit, 2015 (J/F): 34–40
May I Ask You a Question, 2015 (N/D): 37

STAKEHOLDERS
Language Matters ("Executive Director’s Message"), 2015 (N/D): 7–8

STEM
Up to Code (“Forward Thinking”), 2015 (N/D): 21–22
Stenström, Cheryl: Public Library Advocacy, 2015 (J/A): 38–41
Stoltz, Dorothy: Just Good Practice: Engaging Families with Young Children, 2015 (S/O): 27–30

STORYTELLING
Digital Storytelling ("Wired Library"), 2015 (S/O): 18–20

STORYTIMES
Musical Stories, 2015 (S/O): 31–34

STUDENTS
Stover, Kaite Mediatore
In the City by the Bay ("Under the Radar"), 2015 (M/J): 11
Down a Reading Rabbit Hole ("Under the Radar"), 2015 (N/D): 11
Runway-Ready Reading ("Under the Radar"), 2015 (S/O): 12
Service with a Suggestion and a Smile ("Under the Radar"), 2015 (J/F): 56
Songs of Ourselves, The ("Under the Radar"), 2015 (M/A): 11
The Spirits of Independents ("Under the Radar"), 2015 (J/A): 13

STRATEGIC PLANNING
May I Ask You a Question, 2015 (N/D): 36
Struzziero, Peter: The Power of Yes ("Perspectives"), 2015 (J/F): 25–26

TECHNOLOGY

TEEN ADVISORY GROUPS
It Doesn’t Have to be Shiny to Make Them Come to You ("Perspectives"), 2015 (N/D): 15–16
Teen Ignite! at Naperville Public Library ("Trending"), 2015 (M/A): 9–10

TEEN PARENTS
Early Literacy Outreach for Teen Parents, 2015 (J/A): 25
TEENS
Seattle Public Library Joins “Safe Place” Network for Teens, 2015 (M/A): 28
The Teen Experience in the Library (“Perspectives”), 2015 (J/A): 18–23
Teen Ignite! at Naperville Public Library (“Trending”), 2015 (M/A): 9–10

TEXTBOOKS
Portland State Publishes Five Open Textbooks, 2015 (M/A): 28
THOMAS, FELTON
PLA News, 2015 (M/J): 3
TIMBERLAND REGIONAL LIBRARY
Impact Survey: Measuring Your Library’s Impact (Becker), 2015 (M/J): 36
Timing is Everything (“Executive Director’s Message”), 2015 (J/A): 7–8
Timmins, Julie Carr: The Johnson County Library Staffing-Exchange Experiment (“Trending”), 2015 (M/J): 9–10

Trending (column)
The Answer is Yes (Middleton), 2015 (J/F): 11–13
Engaging Our Customers (Bloechle), 2015 (J/F): 14–16
The Johnson County Library Staffing-Exchange Experiment (Riggs & Timmins), 2015 (M/J): 9–10
Living Room Customer Service (Nemec-Loise), 2015 (J/F): 17–18
The Long and Winding Road (Chella), 2015 (S/O): 10–11
Moving Up to First Class: Libraries = Education (Gross), 2015 (J/A): 9–12
Programmed for Success (Kendzior), 2015 (N/D): 9–10
Teen Ignite! at Naperville Public Library (Dunford), 2015 (M/A): 9–10
Ten Common Customer Service Mistakes (Rzepczynski), 2015 (J/F): 9–10

TULSA CITY-COUNTY (Okla.) LIBRARY

U
Under the Radar (column)
In the City by the Bay, 2015 (M/J): 11
Down a Reading Rabbit Hole (Stover & Moyer), 2015 (N/D): 11
Runway-Ready Reading (Stover & Moyer), 2015 (S/O): 12
Service with a Suggestion and a Smile, 2015 (J/F): 56
The Songs of Ourselves, 2015 (M/A): 11
The Spirits of Independents, 2015 (J/A): 13

UNITED FOR LIBRARIES
PLA News, 2015 (M/A): 3
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND iSCHOOL
Re-Envisioning the MLS, 2015 (J/A): 23
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON INFORMATION SCHOOL IMPACT STUDY
UPSTART LIBRARY INNOVATION AWARD
PLA Awards ("News"), 2015 (M/A): 4
Up to Code ("Forward Thinking"), 2015 (N/D): 21–22

USABILITY
Exercises in Empathy ("Wired"), 2015 (M/A): 18–19

USDA SUMMER FOOD SERVICE PROGRAM
Nourishing Bodies and Minds When School Is Out (Cole & Chamberlain), 2015 (M/A): 22–28

USER EXPERIENCE
User Experience, The ("Wired Library"), 2015 (M/J): 20–21
User Experience, The ("Wired Library"), 2015 (M/J): 20–21

USERS
Customers or Patrons (Pundsack), 2015 (J/F): 42–43

Using Superhero Comics to Teach Children Intellectual Property Concepts (Kocis & Schlipp), 2015 (J/A): 28–32

V
Velasquez, Jennifer: The Experience Library for Teens ("Perspectives"), 2015 (J/A): 20–21

VISION
May I Ask You a Question, 2015 (N/D): 35–36

VOLUNTEERS

W
Weadley, K.: Gen-Gen and LGBT ("Perspectives"), 2015 (J/A): 21–23

WEBSITES
E-Government on Public Library Websites (Burke & Boggs), 2015 (M/A): 42–51
User Experience, The ("Wired Library"), 2015 (M/J): 20–21

WEBSTER GROVES (MO) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Quiet in the Library (Cooper & Ladd), 2015 (M/J): 38–41


WHITEHALL (PA) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Whole Person Librarianship ("Best Practices"), 2015 (M/A): 12–13

WICHITA STATE UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR COMMUNITY SUPPORT AND RESEARCH
Organizational Capacity and the Public Library (Carrigan), 2015 (M/J): 25–29

Wired Library (column)
Digital Storytelling (Richmond, Jessica L.), 2015 (S/O): 18–20
Exercises in Empathy, 2015 (M/A): 18–19
A Guide to Wiping the Egg Off Your Face, 2015 (J/F): 30–33
The User Experience, 2015 (M/J): 20–21
YOUTH PROGRAMMING

Zang, Linda: Just Good Practice: Engaging Families with Young Children, 2015 (S/O): 27–30